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Abstract. The X-machine formal method forms the basis for a specification/modeling language with a substantial potential value to software
engineers. An X-machine is a more expressive and flexible state machine,
capable of modeling both the dynamic and the static aspect of a system.
Communicating X-machines provide a methodology for building communicating systems out of existing stand-alone X-machines. However,
for practically using the model in an real-world system development
process, a tool for demonstrating and informally verifying the properties of the modeled system is required. An ideal platform for efficiently
implementing such a tool, should support, process oriented programming, efficient communication primitives and declarativeness. Cspcons
is a distributed CLP platform that supports program execution over
multiple independent sequential CLP processes that synchronize though
message and event passing. The present paper demonstrates the applicability of the Cspcons programming model to the implementation of a
communicating X-machine animator tool that will act as the basis for an
extended set of tools that will support the formal mathematical analysis
of the specified X-machine models.
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Introduction

The extensive use of computers in all aspects of every day life and industry has
brought up two important issues: safety and reliability. The continuous increase
of the use of computers in almost any engineered product and the fact that the
required control functions increasingly demand more complex software, necessitate the need for research towards the improvement of the computerised systems
development process. International organisations and governments are currently

